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Background
We propose to model image hierarchies efficiently and explicitly.  

Global: multi-scale pattern repetition, same scale 
texture similarity

Regional: structure in a patch

Local: edges



Performance improvement



Challenges: Global range information modelling
1. Existing image restoration networks based on convolutions and window attention could not 

capture long-range dependencies explicitly by using a single computational module.

2. The increasing resolution of today’s images poses a challenge for long-range dependency
modelling



Research Questions
1. How to efficiently model global range features in high-dimensional images for image restoration;

2. How to model image hierarchies (local, regional, global) explicitly by a single computational
module for high-dimensional image restoration; 

3. How can this joint modelling lead to a uniform performance improvement for different image
restoration tasks. 



Motivation I: Cross-scale similarity
Images at different scales have similar structures



Motivation I: Cross-scale similarity
Images at different scales have similar structures

Pearson correlation coefficients (0.9505)



Motivation II: Anisotropic image features
The natural images contains anisotropic contents.



Network architecture
The representation learning module contains stages of transformer layers.



Network architecture
The transformer layer is equipped with global, regional, and local modelling blocks.



Analysis
The proposed method can utilize information beyond local range.
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Results
State-of-the-art performance.
More efficient.



Results
1dB improvement over Restormer on GoPro.
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Results
Significant improvement for defocus deblurring
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Results
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Results
Better visual quality.



Conclusion
1. Inspired by two image properties (cross-scale similarity and anisotropic image features),

anchored stripe self-attention module is proposed for efficient long-range dependency
modelling.

2. Based on the new attention module, a network is proposed to efficiently and explicitly model
image hierarchies in the global, regional, and local ranges. 

3. Owing to the advanced computational mechanism, the proposed network architecture achieves
state-of-the-art performances for various image restoration tasks.



Thanks for your attention!


